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ABSTRACT

Making Connections; Safety Culture and the Learning Cvcle

Charles Packer, Operations Manager,
Ontario Hydro, Darlington Nuclear Generating Division

People work at a nuclear plant within a structured environment. It is the programs, procedures
and other "tools" that are used in the workplace that actually guide behaviours, and behaviours then guide
performance. The safety culture in the workplace is "the way we do things around here". This culture is
created by structures, behaviours and performance, and is characterized by three attributes:

• A questioning attitude
• A rigorous and prudent approach
• Open 2-way communication

This paper discusses a model of safety culture which puts the operating experience or learning
cycle program at the heart of the endeavor. This cycle also consists of three elements:

• Observation
• Reporting
• Learning

It is more of a theoretical paper than a report of success at this stage. However, the ideas presented are
being used to design and implement a strong safety culture at Ontario Hydro's Darlington Nuclear Station
(4 x 932 Mwe CANDU units), and are beginning to show results.

Programs designed for excellence in human performance have to provide clear simple structure,
and draw people into alignment with the required behaviours. By making the stnictural elements and the
alignment activities explicit an attempt can be made to "design" programs that will create and reinforce
the required safety culture.

The paper places the learning cycle at the heart of safety culture because the cycle aligns with the
three attributes of safety culture. If an organization cannot learn from experience (i.e. change behaviours
based on experience) it is doubtful whether it can build a strong safety culture.
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1. Introduction

The primary method used to assess the operational performance of Ontario Hydro's nuclear
power stations is the peer evaluation process, closely modelled on the INPO and WANO methods. These
evaluations, and the associated standards (Ontario Hydro's Performance Objectives and Criteria,
Reference [1]) provide a powerful tool for finding problems. The corresponding challenge is to develop a
consistent approach to solving problems that can cany a plant to the highest standards of excellence.

INPO has put forward some practical suggestions for achieving excellence in human performance
(Reference [2]). Their approach recognizes the importance of describing, communicating and reinforcing
desired behaviours at all levels in the organization. It is therefore necessary to design solutions that get
real behavioural influences into action in the workplace. This paper describes some approaches that are
being explored at the Darlington nuclear generating division (4 x 935 Mwe CANDU units). The focus is
on a "way of thinking" about how to build a strong safety culture rather than on specific solutions.

People work at a nuclear plant within a structured environment The programs, procedures and
other "tools" used in the workplace guide behaviours, and behaviours then guide performance. The safety
culture in the workplace is "the way we do things around here". This culture is therefore created by
structures, behaviours and performance, and is characterized by three attributes:

• A questioning attitude
• A rigorous and prudent approach
• Open 2-way communication.

This paper discusses a model of safety culture which puts the operating experience or learning
cycle program at the heart of the endeavour. This cycle is made up of three steps:

• Observation of performance
• Reporting problems
• Learning the lessons

It is more of a theoretical paper than a report of success at this stage. However, theory is critical
to change, and the ideas presented are being used to design and implement a strong safety culture at
Darlington, and are beginning to show results.

Human performance comes from a combination of formal structures and less formal behaviours
and practices. It involves both intellectual and emotional elements. To illustrate this imagine a new
employee joining a work group in the station. The behaviour of the employee will rapidly be pulled into
alignment with the way things are done (the actual culture) both by the structures (procedures, processes,
tools), and by the behaviours of the more experienced peer group. This alignment happens very quickly,
and it is evident that the peer group standards and behaviours are a very powerful force in determining the
actual performance of the new employee. It is equally evident that well designed structures that set clear
standards and expectations and are easy to use are the starting point for success.

Properly designed programs therefore have to provide clear simple structure, and draw people at
all levels of the organization into alignment with the required behaviours. Performance is enhanced when
the structures and the behavioural influences work together. When programs are well designed the



required safety culture is being created. Darlington has been developing a program design tool to address
this problem.

The concept of safety culture is hard to define and describe, and consequently staff cannot always
readily make the connections between the improvement programs that they see being implemented and
the overall goal. The model presented here is an attempt to display the elements of the learning cycle and
the attributes of safety culture and to show the links between these "values" and the specific programs or
building blocks that are being put in place. It is particularly important to recognize that human
performance problems have to be solved using the whole organization: it is not the people who are
"broken" in the system, but the system itself.

The proposed model places the learning cycle at the centre because the cycle aligns with the three
attributes of safety culture. If an organization cannot learn from experience (i.e. change behaviours based
on its own or other's experience) it is doubtful whether it can build a strong safety culture.

2. The Safety Culture / Learning Cycle Model

Experience with improvement programs has shown that management frequently creates and
implements a number of programs simultaneously, which then reach the working levels in an apparently
random sequence. It is difficult to convey the overall intentions, and staff often feel confused by the large
number of changes that are taking place. They can start to believe that management is inconsistent, lacks
priorities and is simply scattering various ideas at the workforce. Failure to convey an overall plan, and to
show clear linkages between improvement programs is a major cause of lack of credibility and resistance
to change. It is therefore necessary to create and use models to simplify and communicate direction, and
to share insights at all levels.

The basic model for building a learning-centered safety culture is shown in Figure 1. It is made
up of six elements. Three of these are the basic elements of a learning cycle (operating experience
program), and the other three are the attributes of a strong safety culture. The six elements of the model
can become the values of the work environment if they are visibly established and supported.

These two sets of elements naturally integrate as shown.

A questioning attitude supports learning
Learning supports a rigorous and prudent approach
A rigorous and prudent approach supports good observation of actual conditions
Good observation supports reporting of problems and precursors
Reporting supports open, 2-way communication
Open, 2-way communication supports a questioning attitude

For each element of this natural cycle to be effective there must be STRUCTURES to establish it,
and ALIGNMENT skills and behaviours to nurture it Structures are documented tools such as procedures,
programs, handbooks etc., which can be planned and created for the station. Simultaneous with each
program the required alignment activities and tools must also be designed and communicated. These
alignment activities focus on achieving the required behaviours. In other words they make the required
behaviours visible and aim to take away barriers to achieving them. (Some of the barriers can be
"structural" e.g. if people are told not to stand on pipes to access equipment, but there are no ladders
available, it is unlikely that they will consistently conform to the expectation.). The area of alignment has
been a weakness of programs at Darlington in the past.



3. Structure and Alignment

For the structural elements of the model to work effectively they must be supported by the
alignment elements. This is easy to say and difficult to do. However, the model makes the need for the
alignment skills and behaviours more clearly visible, and the practices required can then be made
reasonably specific. In other words it starts to become possible to design the safety culture and not just to
talk about it.

The structure controls the work environment, and the alignment elements demonstrate that
management and staff care about the culture and about performance. For the cycle to be effective both the
mind and the heart must be engaged. At Darlington this is being presented in the form of a leadership
model which portrays a balance between caring and controlling.

Note that caring about high standards and appropriate behaviours generally engages positive
feelings, but there is a place for tough action by management where standards are willfully neglected.
Different social cultures outside the workplace can influence how management steers the internal culture.
However, setting clear standards and demonstrating their importance by consistent action is critical.

4. Current Programs at Darlington

The model can be expanded to show the specific improvement programs currently in progress at
Darlington. Figure 2. illustrates the focus of the safety culture efforts, and therefore represents an overall
road map. The programs would be similar, but not identical at other plants depending on existing ways of
managing and current strengths and weaknesses.

Many of the specific programs were identified as weaknesses which required correction following
the last peer evaluation at Darlington. Some specific highlights are as follows:

(a) Questioning Attitude

Discussions have been held with control room staff centering on safety culture, and using
practical examples to reinforce major concepts such as respect for the reactor core.

(b) Observation

Monthly field observation programs for both conventional safety and radiation safety
performance provide management with independent feedback on performance and identify
problem areas.

(c) Rigorous and Prudent Approach

Operating and maintenance standards have been documented in pocket-sized handbooks, and the
process of implementing these standards is in progress. The implementation of standards is
regarded as absolutely critical to success.

A self check program has been introduced.

A procedural adherence policy has been introduced, and all operating and maintenance
procedures (approximately 2000 procedures) are being revised for improved ease of use.

A document setting out the "management" tasks (roles and responsibilities) for all levels of the
organization is being drafted. This aims to integrate the various levels around a common
management system.

/fir



(d) Reporting

A LAN-based system to allow common reporting of all events is being developed, and a review of
weaknesses in the OPEX program has been undertaken at a corporate level.

(e) Open, 2-way Communication

Pre-job briefing expectations and a checklist have been issued.

(f) Learning

Management oversight committees have been established for nuclear safety, conventional safety
and the environment.

A series of assessments using external assistance has been undertaken into specific areas (e.g.
control room operations).

Managers hold regular learning forums to review areas of approach to safety culture and the
management system. These forums aim to reinforce the concept that building a safety culture has
to be centered on learning.

This is a sample only. There are other areas of the model that are being explored and introduced.

S. Learning: The Key to Change

The model places learning at the heart of safety culture. This broadens the concept of operating
experience programs, and places a greater emphasis on their place in safe operation of the nuclear plant.
Operating expenence programs establish processes that aim to enhance performance through a number of
steps:

Capture events and precursors from a wide variety of sources (internal and external)
Analyze them for trends and root causes
Derive the real lessons to be learned
Transmit the facts and insights
Ensure that the lessons are incorporated through design or learning

Some events are captured (recorded) by the installed equipment, and cannot be overlooked by the
operating staff. However, many events (and particularly precursors) depend critically on the staff to
recognize them and then to report them. At the other end of the process some lessons can be "learned" by
design changes to equipment and systems, but many others have to be learned by the operating staff in
order to prevent a repeat. That is to say that the staff must change their understanding and/or their
behaviour. A major part of any OPEX process therefore begins and ends with the individual. The key
problem is therefore transmitting experience from person to person. It is not enough to communicate
experience; the learning that takes place has to change behaviour. It is suggested that this problem has to
be approached through an holistic approach based on designing and creating a safety culture.



6. Designing Effective Programs

At Darlington many programs have failed to produce lasting change. When this problem was
examined it was noted that the main focus for improvements was frequently directed at documenting
procedures. Sometimes the essential outcomes of a program were not clearly stated, and in many cases no
lasting effort was given to ensuring that all appropriate people were aligned with the program.
Furthermore it was evident that many programs had not been designed for assessment.

It is suggested that an effective program is one which:

• Recognizes the structural and alignment elements required for enhanced human performance
• Creates a set of tools to do the job
• Specifies a set of tasks for all relevant positions in the organization
• Designs the tools and tasks as an integrated whole

The problem is therefore to create a process for designing programs that results in a set of tools
and a set of documented tasks that will take account of these areas. Based on the observed deficiencies
with a number of programs at Darlington it was considered that the program design process must address
four "Orientations". These are:

• Direction. The required outcomes ofthe program must be clearly stated
• Alignment The tools and tasks required to get all levels aligned with the program must be specified
• Structure. The documents and other tools needed to make the program work must be created
• Learning. There must be effective monitoring, and learning from experience built into the program

The program design technique is called the "D ASL" method (DASL = Direction, Alignment,
Structure, Learning) and is currently being used to try to create programs that work. The output from the
design process is a set of tools for the program, and a clear set of tasks for the various levels of the
organization.

7. The Four Orientations: A Management Approach

Although the four orientations are used for designing new programs, it can be seen that they are
also the foundation ofthe safety culture model:

• The direction is safety culture
• the model explicitly considers structure and alignment
• The model is driven by learning

The orientations capture the complexity of managing a nuclear plant. This complexity cannot be
eliminated, and has to be embraced. Embedding these four orientations into the thinking of the
organization is a way of getting the complexity out into the open, and of learning how to get results. It is
a long term project, which started at Darlington in late 1995, and the concept and the use ofthe language
is spreading which is a positive sign.

8. Conclusion

A strong safety culture has to be created by design. It will not grow naturally. The model
described offers a way of thinking about the design process. It facilitates discussion and attempts to unify
the various improvement programs that are ongoing in the workplace. It is too early to say whether this
will yield the required results, as the creation of a new culture is a long term project. However, parts of



the model are beginning to take root, and the terminology (e.g. "learning" and "alignment") is entering
the day to day vocabulary of the management team. The approach has certainly destroyed any
complacency that just writing policies and procedures will actually lead to changed behaviours.
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ijarlington Safety Culture Program
"The way we work"

STRUCTURE

• Worker safety programs
• OP&P compliance
• Reactor safety during
outages

ALIGNMENT

Recognizing risk
• Respect for the core

| Staff ownership of safety

STRUCTURE

• Investigations (RCA)
Trend analysis

- Corrective actions
- Core training programs
• Oversight committees
• Performance reports
• External assessments

ALIGNMENT

• Feedback systems
• Fast, consistent follow up on events
- Learning forums
• Supervisors development

STRUCTURE

• Self-Check
• Procedural adherence
• Documented expectations
- Operating standards
- Maintenance standards
- Program design procedure
- Documented tasks for all levels
(Management system)
• Quality Procedures
- Work Protection Code
- Control of Field Devices

ALIGNMENT

• Fast procedure revision
- Recognition for performance
• Conservative decision making

Management /Supervision use
of standards

Disciplined communicationsLearning
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STRUCTURE

- Reporting system (internal)
• OPEX program (external)
- Reporting standards

ALIGNMENT

- Easy to use systems
- Supervisors listening skills

STRUCTURE

• Pre-job briefings
• Supervisors briefing cards
• Crew/Team meetings
• Employee ideas programs

ALIGNMENT

- Communication skills
- Building trust
• Staff involvement
• Management visibility

STRUCTURE

- Equipment identification
- Operator routines
- Verification steps in procedures

Field observation programs
• Self assessment

ALIGNMENT

Observation skills
- Supervisors in field
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Operators will

achieve and maintain

"Nuclear Excellence"

OPERATIONS MANAGER'S MESSAGE

"Customers and employees will be proud of Ontario Hydro
Nuclear because of its superior safety, competitive

performance and contribution to a sustainable environment."

Key to attaining this vision is operating to a standard called "Nuclear
Excellence". Nuclear Excellence is a high standard founded on
individual performance and behavior. Nuclear Excellence requires
expectations to be clearly stated and reinforced by personal action on a daily
basis. Nuclear Excellence is an attitude that drives us to do the right thing,
the right way, the first time.

This handbook states specific performance and behavior expectations that
each operator can directly use on a daily basis. I support these concepts and I
personally expect you to make a commitment to Nuclear Excellence and
model your personal performance and behavior to meet these expectations.

in

Safety, Production & Cost

Charles Packer
Operations Manager
DNGD
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PURPOSE AND LAYOUT

The purpose of this handbook is to provide the operator with a working reference of
operator expectations.
Note this book focuses primarily on the Nuclear Operator and the SNO. In most cases,
a single topic is covered on two facing pages.

Left-hand Side Page
• Purpose of subject area.
• The expectations required of the operator.

Right-hand Side Page:
• Support Material, narrow in scope.
• Describes a specific expectation in more detail.

Bold typeset is used to highlight importance and in most cases represents carry around
knowledge (i.e. what the operator should consider while preparing and completing
assigned tasks). These expectations/guidelines have been written to be as clear and
concise as possible.

Nuclear Excellence"
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OPERATING PHILOSOPHY

The Operations Coordinators at Darlington NGD recognize the high degree of
public and professional responsibility entrusted to the Operator family. This
booklet contains specific performance expectations to support this
responsibility and is consistent with our goal to safely produce electrical power
at the lowest possible cost. Including:

• Applying the safety basics to ensure safe work.
• Minimizing our radiation dose by applying ALARA principles.
• Using approved procedures, observing all regulations and operating

equipment in the manner intended.
• Paying attention to detail, doing it right the first time and self-checking the

result using the STAR method.
• Maintaining a questioning mindset and expecting the unexpected.
• Respecting, cooperating and communicating with others in a positive

manner, realizing we are all valued team members with important
contributions to make.

• Constantly Improving our skills and knowledge.

REMEMBER: The most important thing each of us controls is
our attitude. A positive attitude of commitment, integrity,
innovation and diligence brought to our job each day will
ensure the success of our station.

"Nuclear Excellence"
3



CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

Operational activities are conducted in a manner that ensures safe and reliable
plant operation.

1. Safety is the foremost consideration In station operations.

2. Operators adhere to procedures and operate within OP&Ps.

3. Safety Systems and safety related systems are not taken
out of service or reduced in capacity or redundancy
without appropriate approval of the Shift Supervisor.

4. Station equipment is effectively monitored during all
operating conditions.

5. Operators interpret and respond conservatively to all
indications, alarms, plant conditions and activities.

6. Operator activities are conducted in a businesslike and
professional manner.

7. Operator actions are planned and executed to ensure that radiation
exposures are ALARA and minimize the spread of
contamination.

8. Oral communications are clear, concise and confirmed.
Appropriate feedback is used to verify transmitted information.

9. Operators are held accountable for carrying out assigned
responsibilities.

10. Operators utilize Self Checking to improve their performance.

"Achieve/Maintain Nuclear Excellence"
4

SUPPORT - CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

2.

3.

8.

9.

Safety
See Pg. 8-21 for guidelines on Safety.
Procedural Adherence
Procedures reflect a conservative approach to safe and reliable operation.
Operators must confirm current rev before using a procedure.
See Pg. 40 for guidelines on Procedural Adherence.
Safety Systems
When components are disabled, the length of time is to be minimized.
Station Systems And Equipment
Ensure systems and equipment is capable of meeting its design intent.
Identify and correct deficiencies (DR - be accurate & concise).
See Pg. 24 Routines.
Equipment status changes are appropriately documented and communicated.
See Pg. 26 Control of Field Device Positions.
The number of alarms in the alarm state are to be minimized.
See Pg. 32 Alarms.
Interpret And Respond Conservatively
Never proceed when faced with uncertainty.
See Pg. 38 Conservative Approach.
See Pg. 42 Self Checking.
See Pg. 32-35 Alarms, Upsets, and Emergency.

Businesslike And Professional
Each operating unit functions effectively as a team in handling routine and
emergency situations.
See Pg. 3 Operating Philosophy
See pg. 44 Teamwork.
ALARA, Minimize The Spread Of Contamination
Apply strict adherence to radiological protection procedures and practices.
See Pg. 12 Radiation Protection.

See Pg. 20 Pre-Job Briefing.
Oral Communications
See Pg. 46 Verbal Communications.
Accountability
Every operator is accountable for doing their best in accomplishing assigned
tasks. SNOs routinely monitor individual performance.

"Achieve/Maintain Nuclear Excellence"
5
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2.

SAFETY

Safety Is First Pr ior i ty
All Operators must be aware of and vigorously pursue safety objectives
and standards to ensure that safety gets first consideration. We must set
good examples by compliance with safety rules and practices. Interest
must be vocal, visible and continuous in all our activities. Safety leads all
other factors involved in the production of electricity from nuclear power.

"Wo work is so important or urgent that it cannot be done
safely."

Safety Is Everyone's Responsibility
Safety is everyone's job and everyone has the authority, responsibility and
duty to maintain safety.

3. All Accidents Are Preventable

Apply the Safety Basics;
Identify, Eliminate, Control, Protect, Minimize.

4. Safety Is Recognized As Good Business
The safe way is the best way for the protection of personnel, the public,
the environment, for minimizing costs and maximizing production.

"Safety is Good Business"
8

SUPPORT - SAFETY

Safety Is First Priority In Doing Work
Place safety before production or cost.
Operator decisions will consider potential risks and maintain adequate margin
from plant limits.
Maintain housekeeping standards to assist in providing a safe and orderly
working environment.
Remember no job is complete until the cleanup is finished.
See Pg. 38, Conservative Approach.
Safety Is Everyone's Responsibility
A SNO must inform the NO of all known hazards.
The NO must immediately notify supervision of all safety concerns.
Actively encourage and support safety.
Be an example.
Demonstrate good work practices, adhere to safety requirements and act on
safety concerns in a timely manner.
Aggressively pursue why a change in plant equipment, hazard or hazard level
has occurred.
Increase monitoring of equipment suspected of abnormal behaviour, potential
malfunction or being operated under abnormal conditions.
Communicate hazards and levels to others (signs, Rad Log, SS, directly to other
Work Groups).
Actively be involved / participate in investigations and follow-ups.
All Accidents Are Preventable
Appropriate personal protective equipment must be worn at all times.
Personnel safety equipment must be kept in good condition.
Strict adherence to procedures is fundamental.
Ensure unusual events or activities are passed on to supervision.
Proper application of Ihe Work Protoclion Code helps establish and control safo
working conditions.
Look ahead anticipate what could happen and be ready.
Questions or discrepancies must be resolved and corrected before proceeding.
Use of self-checking practices to minimize errors and heighten attention to
details. Avoid complacency.
Ensure you know what your doing before you start.
See Pg. 20, Pre-Job Briefing.
Safety Is Recognized As Good Business
A good safety culture provides others (i.e. public, regulator) with the assurance
and confidence that the plant is being operated in a safe and efficient manner.

"Safety is Good Business"
9
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WORK PROTECTION CODE

The ultimate goal of the Work Protection Code is to establish conditions which,
when combined with appropriate work practices, procedures and work
methods will provide you and your fellow employees with a safe work area.

The proper application of OPERATOR administered work protection requires:

• Responsibi l i ty/AccountaDii i ty
Your mistake could result in death or injury.

• Uncompromis ing Attention To Detail
You must personally condition your actions to reflect a zero tolerance for
error.

• Quest ioning Att i tude
Never proceed when faced with uncertainty. Ask yourself
"would you touch that piece of isolated equipment?"

• Independence
Ensure independence between preparation and checking phases of OTO
production.

• Self-Checking
Always adhere to the STAR concept - Stop, Think, Act, Review when
executing OTOs.

• Procedural Adherence
Level -A compliance means... "Word for Word".

• Due Di l igence
Take every precaution reasonable for the protection of the workers.
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SUPPORT - WORK PROTECTION CODE

Work Protection documentation is fundamental to the Operator's role in administering
the work protection process. Documents must be completed accurately and vigorously
to support our safe work environment because:

• Correctly completed documentation minimizes opportunity for error.
• The documents are a contract between two separate authorities. One controlling

the workforce, the other controlling the equipment.
• Positioning of field devices and a knowledge of work area activities is

fundamental to the role of the control room operator.
• The WPAM requires level A procedural adherence.

In general each section of the WPC forms must be completed or marked N/A (not
applicable) and all entries must be legible and durable (i.e. in ink). Identifying
signatures should appear as printed name plus written initial.

ESM is a powerful tool that allows OTOs to be prepared quickly and accurately. The
associated database contains templates that operators may use when preparing
OTOs. Do not become complacent when using this information, things may have
changed since this template was last used. Remember that "Your" name will appear at
the bottom of the OTO as the preparer. You are still held responsible for the quality of
what you prepare.

Remember, as an operator, when you hang a yellow PC3 tag that "personnel
protection means People".

"Zero Tolerance For Error"
10
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RADIATION PROTECTION

Strict adherence to radiological protection procedures and practices as well as
complying with the principles of ALARA are required to minimize dose and
prevent the spread of contamination.

• Carry out assigned radiat ion protect ion responsibi l i t ies,
and make every reasonable effort to minimize dose to
yoursel f and others.
Maintain doses ALARA (within administrative limits).
Minimize/prevent the spread of contamination.

• Identify inadequacies and suggest improvements in the
radiation protection program to your supervisor.

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

Operators recognize their responsibility to exercise good environmental
stewardship.

• Min imize the generation of radioactive l iquid waste.
Non radioactive liquid discharge into radioactive waste systems are
minimized.

• Recover l iquid waste and reuse to the maximum extent possible.

• Waste streams are properly segregated during collection and
processing, e.g. discharge sumps to appropriate Active Liquid Waste
tank.

• Process waste is properly sampled, analyzed and
recorded prior to discharge.
Allow adequate recalculation time and obtain representative samples.
Ensure labels are used.
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SUPPORT - RADIATION PROTECTION

Doses ALARA, Minimize The Spread Of Contamination
Apply the basic elements of radioactive work planning.
Identify Radioactive Work
Anticipate The Hazard And Hazard Level
Based on system and unit status, area or location.
What changes in hazards do you expect as a result of the task being performed.
Previous surveys, FAAGM, FAATM, past experience, Rad Control, etc.
Assess The Hazard
Perform appropriate surveys based on anticipated hazards.
Communicate results (update signs and Rad Log).
Use Proper Dosimetry
Submit bioassay samples, record DRD and Pad results.
Are additional head and trunk badges required or extremity TLDs, thyroid
monitor, etc needed.
Wear Appropriate Personal Protective Equipment
Based on hazard analysis and the work being performed.
Dress and wear equipment properly.
Air Supplied plastic suits - DO NOT lift hoods and minimize unplug time.
Use additional techniques TIME, DISTANCE, DECAY, SHIELDING,
DECONTAMINATION, VENTILATION.
Personnel And Source Movement Control
Monitor at zone changes, personnel and equipment.
Proper exit from a rubber area.
Use of appropriate signs.
Obey signs and barriers.
Adherence to access control requirements.
Exit area in the event of a FAAGM or FAATM alarming, and do not re enter area
until cause determined and reclined.
Properly label and dispose of active waste (in appropriate container).
Radioactive Work Planning
Estimate exposures prior to performing task.
Adhere to administrative limits.
Backouts and contingencies properly considered prior to starting the job.
Use of approved REP
In the event of an emergency report to your assembly area.

"Maintain Radiation Doses ALARA'
12 I "Maintain Radiation Doses ALARA"
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W O R K I N G A T H E I G H T S

Recognize the hazard.
Any work location where your foot level is more than 2.4 m higher than the
next safest level.

Consider the location.
Make sure sharp edges will not damage fall arrest system components.

Consider retrieval plans in the event of a fall.
A formal rescue plan prepared by ERT may be required.

Pre-inspect fall protection hardware prior to each use.
Failure of a single component could result in failure or the entire system.

Use Fall Protection Hardware properly.

Do not reuse equipment that has arrested a fall.

LADDERS

• Use only approved ladders.
Substitutes e.g. boxes and crates, must not be used.

• Inspect ladders for defects before use

• Do not place ladder in front of a door unless locked, bolted or
guarded.

• Position properly and secure from movement.

• When climbing ladders, maintain three points of contact.

• Work off a ladder requires 3 point contact or must tie-off via the use of a
fall arrest system.

"Think Safety At All Times"
14
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SUPPORT -WORKING AT HEIGHTS

Consider the location.
Consider path in the event of an accidental fall, free of obstacles.
Consider potential "pendulum effect" and the risk of injury from swinging into
objects.
Use fall protection hardware properly.
Do not use equipment you are unfamiliar with or have been properly trained to
use.
Do not modify equipment
Approved fall arrest configurations.
Full-body harness, Shock Absorbing Lanyard, approved anchorage point/tie-off
point
Full-body harness, Shock Absorber, Retractable Lanyard, approved anchorage
point/tie-off point
Full-body harness, Shock Absorbing Lanyard, fall arrester, vertical life-line,
approved anchorage point / tie off point.
Full-body harness, Karabiner Shock Absorber, Karabiner, retractable lifeline,
approved anchorage point / tie off point.

SUPPORT - LADDERS

Inspect before use.
Damaged ladders cannot be repaired, they must be destroyed.
Position properly and secure.
Place on a level, stable footing, base 1/4 -1/3 the vertical height from the wall.
Must be tied off, if not practical must be held.
Top must extend at least 90 cm beyond the support surface when used as an
access to an elevated work area.
Climbing ladders.
A handline must be used for handling material.
Do not climb higher than the 3rd rung from the top.
Straight and extension ladders must either be tied off or held in place by another
worker when in use.

"Think Safety At All Times"
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HEAT STRESS

Operators assigned to work in hot conditions shall be famil iar with

heat stress related symptoms.
iivfi-.J......

Observe work/rest guidelines when working in hot

condit ions.
Maximum acceptable body core temp 38.5°C.

Observe work/rest guidelines when working in Plastics.
Reactor vault ambient temp shall be less than 35°C before a vault entry is
authorized.

When vault ambient temperatures exceeds 35°C vault entries shall be
conducted on an emergency basis only.

Any operator who feels unwell, due to excessive heat exposure, should
stop work, notify their supervisor, rest in a cool area, and seek medical
assistance as required.

REPORTING SAFETY INCIDENTS

• Every incident must be reported

SUPPORT - HEAT STRESS

Work in areas where ambient temp exceed 40 °C.
Hot Conditions - circumstances under which an operator performing a task
may experience a body core temperature of 38*C or greater due to the
combination of metabolic workload, clothing, and environmental stresses.
Signs and Symptoms -of excessive heat strain include a marked increase in
body core temperature, weakness, fatigue, nausea, fainting, flushed skin, muscle
cramps, confusion, and in severe cases unconsciousness and convulsions.
Work and rest guidelines when working in browns.
The heat strain potential (acceptable work periods) shall be estimated from
environmental condilions(Wet Bulb Globe Temperature) and workload (Task
Performed - Light, Moderate, or Heavy).
WBOT temperature - The SNO is responsible for providing such an assessment.
Reading should be taken anytime work is performed in a hot environment prior to
the commencement of the task.
Work and rest guidelines when working in plastics.
The Shift Supervisor is responsible for ensuring that the reactor vault ambient
temp is below 35°C before a vault entry at zero power hot is authorized.
Allowable work periods shall be estimated based on ambient temp (control room
indications) and Task Assessment.
Excessive heat exposure.
An accident report must be filed each time an individual:
a) has an aural temperature of 38.5° C or greater after work under hot conditions,
or
b) becomes ill during or shortly after work under hot conditions.

SUPPORT - REPORTING SAFETY INCIDENTS

• Every incident must be reported.
Incident: A hazardous occurrence which results in or has the potential to result
In injury or illness.
Accident: A hazardous occurrence which results in injury or illness.

"Report All Safety Incidents"
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CHEMICAL HANDLING

* Chemical handling exposes operators to a wide variety of unique hazards and

risks:{Operators can limit and control these risks by:

% ' ^Identifying the chemical about to be handled and knowing it's

| ; jiazards. Material Safety Data Sheets contain information specific to the

K chemical and may be accessed via the LAN or at the WHMIS information

'••'•• station outside the main control room.

<•' ' • ? ? - : : •• • •

• Following the approved procedure for the chemical being

handled.

• Ensuring installed safety equipment is functional.

• Utilizing the required Personnel Protective Equipment.

• Establishing backout conditions before starting.

• Taking appropriate action when a spill occurs (contain, notify and

clean-up).

SUPPORT-CHEMICAL HANDLING

Before handling or transporting any chemical, operators must know and be aware of
the hazards Involved. WHMIS labelling, Material Safety Data Sheets, Operating
Manuals and the Conventional Safety Procedures Manual all contain specific
information that must be followed.

• Minor Spill

When an operator discovers or creates a minor spill of a known chemical, action
must be taken to immediately contain the spill, notify the appropriate control room
operator, clean up the spill and arrange for disposal of any waste. Ensure the
waste Is correctly labelled.

• Hazardous Spill
Any spill that an operator discovers which is either an unknown chemical or an
unknown hazard must be treated as a hazardous material spill. Hazardous
material spills must Involve the Emergency Response Team.

• Personnel Protective Equipment
Many chemicals require Personnel Protective Equipment to be worn. This
equipment must be inspected for general physical condition, fit and expiry date
before using. Remember some chemicals leave a residue on the PPE which will
require cleaning.
After using the equipment, clean it. Don't leave a trap for the next operator.

"Know the Hazard"
18
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PRE-JOB BRIEFING

Prior to proceeding to a job location, a pre-job briefing (tail-board conference)
will be held to ensure a clear understanding exists of the task to be performed.
The briefing will identify hazards associated with the immediate job site, the
surrounding work area, the safety measures in place and the personal
protective equipment to be used.

1. Legal responsibility.
A Pre-job Briefing will be given as every job is assigned.

2. Provide an overview of the job.
Discuss the Purpose / Intent of the task (the what and why).

3. Identify the hazards.
Safety considerations (known or potential hazards) will be highlighted.

4. Review protective controls, barriers and equipment in
place to deal with hazards.

•:. Eliminate, Control, Protect and Minimize.
5. Review details of the task / procedure consistent with

operator experience, qualification and task complexity or
consequence.
Ensure that personnel Involved with the task have a clear understanding
of the relevant details of the job and / or procedure.

6. Establish backout limits.
Highlight when and / or why conditions could change.

7. Review contingency actions.
Formulate and discuss contingency plans for potential pitfalls.

8. Summarize and provide final review of important aspects
of the task.
Review expected results or performance, timeliness, limitations, hold
points, backouts and emergency actions if contingencies occur.

Cr
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SUPPORT - PREJOB BRIEFING

Legal responsibility
SNOs are responsible for reviewing the work assignment with the operators.
Briefing detail is dependent on the complexity of the task and may require more
formal planning, or a comprehensive job-site inspection prior to starting work.
Review details of the task
Emphasis must be placed on the need for procedure adherence,
independent verification (when required) and the use of self-checking principles.
People:
SNO will identify the individual's specific involvement and responsibility and
identify requirements to interact with others.
Procedures:
Review the procedure with the operator consistent with experience, qualification
and consequence.
Specify procedural adherence level.
Discuss specific applications of self-checking.
Environment:
Identify who else will be working in the area, and their impact on the task or this
task's impact on them.
Work Control:
Review job status from previous shifts.
Establish quantity/quality objectives for current shift.
Specify checkpoints.
Ensure links to other activities are known and communicated.
Identify other administrative requirements^.g. logging, caution tags, turnover).
Summarize and provide a final review
Ensure - A good understanding of the task .
Emphasize • Correct Unit / System / Component.
Review - Hazards, protective equipment, communications,

checkpoints.
Emphasize - Procedure Adherence, Backout Limits & Contingencies.
Enforce - Stop if unexpected result achieved or if anything not

understood arises.

"All Work Must Be Properly Planned"
20
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ROUTINES & EQUIPMENT INSPECTION

Operators complete routines to identify and correct safety hazards, equipment
deficiencies and out of specification system conditions or parameters in a
reasonable time period. The quick correction of abnormalities in the field
minimizes the threat such circumstances pose to employee safety, public
safety, the environment and plant equipment reliability.

1. Determine and be aware of current plant conf igurat ion.
An exchange of pertinent information shall take place between the SNO
and the nuclear operator.

2. Determine alarms or conditions that the ANO / SNO want
investigated and the priority in which they should be addressed.

3. Determine routines to be completed.

4. The SNO will conduct a pre job briefing.

5. Complete routines as scheduled, ensure deficiencies are
identified and corrective action initiated.

6. The SNO will keep the nuclear operators informed of changes in

the unit/plant status.

7. The SNO will routinely monitor the nuclear operators'
performance of routines and feedback to the operator.

8. Operators report end of shift status to the SNO and sign off
routines. Highlight items to be turned over to the next shift.

9. Ensure Radiation Log updated and complete dosimetry
requirements. Submit bloassay and update dose information system

(e.g. drd results).

"Routines Detect I Anticipate Problems"
24

SUPPORT - ROUTINES

Current plant configuration
Hazards & Hazard Levels - particularly any recent changes.
Unusual Events that have occurred - during the last 24 hours.
Unit/plant Status - changes in state that are in progress or planned.
Equipment conflguraf/on -unusual lineup, faults, isolations, etc.
Documentation Changes - which impact on the completion of routines.
Planned work for the upcoming shift.
Ensure deficiencies are identified & corrected
Equipment And Systems Checks
Recognize out of spec, parameters and abnormal equipment conditions.
Report out of specification or abnormal conditions to SNO.
General Area Checks
The following highlights the types of checks that should be carried out.
No obvious fire hazards present and fire fighting equipment free from obstruction.
Oil and water leakage identified, contained and cleaned up (prevent release to
environment). Monitor leaks to see if they are getting worse.
Any leak under insulation must be assumed to be a potential pressure boundary
failure until the insulation is removed to prove otherwise.
Radiation and contamination identified and contained
Radiation hazard signs posted/updated, Rad Log updated.
Noise and vibration consistent with plant state.
No unusual smells or signs of arcing near electrical equipment.
Walking surfaces clear of oil and other slippery substances.
Walk-ways free from obstruction, handrails and gratings in place.
Steam proof doors closed and electrical box covers closed and secured.
Vent and drain caps installed and insulation in place and undamaged.
Temperature and humidity conditions normal for the area being inspected.
Housekeeping duties performed to keep areas clean, or notify appropriate trade.
Initiate Corrective Action
Correct abnormalities via approved procedures.
Post hazards signs / limit access to the area to protect others.
Initiate a detailed deficiency report (accurate and concise), tag deficiency in the
field.
Ensure others(ANO/SNO/SS) recognize the priority if problem warrants
immediate attention.
Report end of shift status and sign off routines
Completed routines are verified by the SNO.
Incomplete routines will be logged in the area log and turned over.
Ensure all documentation complete and filed appropriately.

"Routines Detect / Anticipate Problems"
25
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CONTROL OF FIELD DEVICE POSITION

Controlling the position of manually operated field devices ensures the plant
configuration is maintained within the design requirements and that the
operating shift knows the status of plant equipment and systems.

1. All changes to systems states, must be recorded on ESM
This is not required if the device is to be returned to its normal position
within the existing shift.

2. Adhere to verbal operating instruction restrictions.

3. Ensure ESM updated for Jumper Records requiring
flowsheet changes.

4. Hang Caution Tags to provide a temporary communication means
when tests or workplans are in progress.

5. Hang Caution Tags to control operation of devices in order to prevent
equipment damage.

6. Immediately replace bar code ID tags found to be missing or in

error.

7. Ensure Abnormal Position Binder maintained as a backup. Once
each midnight shift printout a list of out of position devices and file in
binder.

8. Altering the state of a Position Assured Device requires the approval of
the controlling authority or delegate.

c
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SUPPORT - CONTROL OF FIELD DEVICE POSITION

All changes must be recorded
Verbal instructions, Jumper Records, or caution tags require the device position
to be updated on ESM via the manual status change feature.
Master flowsheets are on ESM, Mylar flowsheets are retained in MCR for
information and backup purposes only.
Verbal instruction restrictions
No more than two devices may be requested at any one time.
The complete device identification (Unit-SCI-Device) and end state must
be specified. When a verbal request is received, the complete device
identification (Unit-SCI-Device) and end state must be repeated back for
verification.
See Pg. 46, Verbal Communications.
Jumper records requiring flowsheet updates
Record jumper record number and a short description of the change.
Initial the "FLOWSHEET UPDATE" area of the jumper record.
Ensure JR filed appropriately.
If ESM Is out of service DO NOT FILE until ESM updated.
When a jumper is being removed ensure all references to the Jumper have been
removed.
Caution tags
The crew having housekeeping responsibility for an area must ensure that
caution tags are current and reflected accurately in the database.
Upon removal ALL C/Ts including invalid and ones made in error must be placed
in the removed caution tag box located in WCA (MCR or TRF).
They are not to be discarded.
Abnormal position binder
If ESM is not available, record out of position devices in the Abnormal Position
Binder including copies of OTOs associated with Work Protection. If ESM fails
Work Protection deferral should be considered.
The SS can approve manual OTO preparation based on Mylar flowsheets in
conjunction with the Abnormal Position Binder and Master Jumper Records.

"All System Changes Are Recorded"
26
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CALL-UPS

Call-ups contribute to optimum plant performance and reliability. The call-up
process is used to specify and schedule activities which occur once per week
or less frequently. The process ensures that required, recurrent activities are
completed and operating commitments are met.

1. Operators will complete cal l-ups at the specified frequency and
under the required station conditions as described in the Call-up Work
Package.

2. Call-up Review Sheets will be referred to for call-ups with reactor safety
implications.

3. Details of work completed under call-ups wi l l be recorded on
work reports written against the call-up.

4. Any call-up on HOLD must have a work report written against it to explain
clearly the reason for the HOLD.

5. Operators will initiate call-up revisions if required.

" r* 1
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SUPPORT - CALL-UPS

Operators will complete call-ups
WMS / Planning will create Call-up Work Packages based on unit condition and
call-up due date.
Operators are responsible for completing call-ups on time. They are responsible
for keeping track of incomplete, late or on HOLD call-ups, and completing them
at the earliest opportunity.
Call-up review sheet (CRS)
A document that supports a Call-up which affects nuclear safety, used to
highlight and address concerns about reactor safety and OP&P implications.
Record completed work on work reports
Only call-ups that are successfully completed will be CLOSED.
If a call-up cannot be completed it should remain active and the action required to
resolve the problem identified as feedback for Planning via a Work Report.
If a work plan is used to support a call-up or a call-up is completed under a work
plan a detailed work report is to be written against the CALL-UP. This will ensure
that proper call-up feedback and history are available.
Any call-up on hold
Placing a call-up on HOLD (i.e. placing it in a HOLD priority) for short duration
problems should be avoided. Leaving call-ups active will help ensure that they
are executed within the schedule window or as soon as problems with
completion can be resolved.
Initiate call-up revisions if required
Operators performing call-ups will review the work to judge whether the work
described and frequency of execution are appropriate, if not, a call-up revision
will be initiated.

"V

"Call-Ups Contribute To Plant Reliability" ^ U "Call-Ups Contribute To Plant Reliability'
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WORK PLANS

A Work Plan is a document which specifies the prerequisites and the steps to
be completed to attain the objectives of the author for operating, maintenance,
modifications and commissioning activities on systems or equipment.

1. Operators provide input during work plan preparation.

2. Operators are responsible for the control of Work Plan field

copies.

3. Adhere to the Compliance level required by the plan (A, B or C).

4. The operators will work on approved and issued Work Plans
as scheduled by the Planning section.

5 Document Work Plan progress on the field copy and via work
reports.

6. Revisions and or deviations are subject to the Policy on Procedural
Adherence and OP&Ps.

7. When complete sign, date and route marked up copies to the
author.

8. Walk down the work area to confirm the housekeeping standards
have not been compromised and equipment is left "as found" or in better
condition.

Vr

SUPPORT - WORKPLANS

1. Provide input during work plan preparation
Provide input to the plan author when requested such that the plan reflects the
optimum means to complete the task. Ensure production section preferences
and the need for any special skills or conditions.

2. Control of field copies
Field Copy, the copy that is Issued to the field crews for Work Plan Execution.
The Operators are to maintain an adequate Work Plan Tiling system.

4. Work on approved and issued work plans only
When operators have completed their portion of a Work Plan they will change the
RWG on WMS to the next work Group as called for in the Plan and verbally notify
that RWG supervisor.

5. Progress reporting
Progress of Work Plan activities shall be documented on the field copy,
completed steps and suggestions for improvement.
Work Reports will be written for each shift that the plan is worked on.
Call-ups supported by a work plan must have a detailed work report written
against the Call-up.
Note: If a significant problem is discovered during the completion of a call-up, a
work report should be written against the Work Plan giving the details of the
problem.

7. Work plan completion routing
The last RWG will close out the work package on the WMS system using the
work report and CLOSE-OUT functions.
When all activities have been completed the operators will sign, date their WP
copies and return the marked up Work Plans, data sheets, drawings etc to the
author.

"Plan The Work And Work The Plan"
30
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Al ARMS and RETURN TO SERVICE CHECKS

ALARMS

• Maintain alarms functions available.

. Ensure "In-service" equipment properly monitored.

When equipment is removed from service take steps to avoid alarm
masking.

• Minimize the number of alarms that are in the alarmed state
during power operation are to be minimized.

. Defective alarms are identified and corrective actions
initiated. Increase surveillance on equipment with suspect
annunciation.

• Operators will monitor for and correct alarm discrepancies between
computers.

• Operators will communicate to others the reason for an alarm condition.

RETURN TO SERVICE

Preliminary field checks will be completed prior to placing equipment in service
for duty changes or following maintenance. These checks confirm that no
obvious problem exists prior to the device being placed in-service hence
Injuries and equipment damage are avoided.

, Confirm no obvious problem with equipment prior to placing it in

service.

SUPPORT-ALARMS and RETURN TO SERVICE

DNGD, by design has a high level of instrumentation available. This gives the operator
an enhanced monitoring capability of station equipment, systems and processes.
However it can also make transient diagnostics difficult and confusing. The need for
thorough equipment checks prior to returning systems to service, and the field
operators role during upsets, is still most important for safe and reliable plant
operation.

ALARMS

• Maintain alarm functions available.
Ensure WIBAS pushed in, pressure switches, flow switches not valved out,
blocking switches closed etc.

• Take steps to avoid alarm masking.
Include steps on OTOs that ensure the alarms are available and or if necessary
apply a jumper record

• Number of alarms in the alarm state to be minimized.
Pursue the cause of alarms and initiate corrective action according to approved
procedures.

• Communicate the reason for an alarm condition.
Unit Log, SNO Log, DR tags, DRs, ETC.

RETURN TO SERVICE CHECKS

• Checks prior to placing equipment in service.
Normally such checks will be via approved Procedures e.g. Work Plans/
Operating Manuals, however, as a minimum consider the following general
checks when placing equipment in service.
Area cleanliness
System integrity
Mechanically connected
Blind flanges installed/ removed
Electrically connected
Valve alignment
Proper/adequate lubrication
Proper cooling
Filled and vented

"Alarms Demand Attention"
32
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RESPONSE TO A UNIT TRANSIENT

Upon hearing the following announcement,
"ATTENTION ALL PERSONNEL, THERE IS A TRANSIENT ON

UNITJ&. ALL DUTY CREW PERSONNEL RESPOND IMMEDIATELY."

• Proceed to the control Room
all Control Room personnel
the Incident Unit SNO and NOs.

• Remaining SNOs will call In to their respective units MCR Operator to
determine if they are required to assist.

• All other Unit NOs will call-in to their respective units MCR Operator to
determine if they are required to assist.

• Report unusual occurrences immediately.

RADIATION INCIDENT RESPONSE

During station emergencies and as required by the SS all personnel must be
accounted for. As well, during any incident in the TRF/HWMB personnel in
this building will assemble for accounting.

• Listen and follow the inst ruct ions over the PA.
If message inaudible -read "emergency sign (hallway 100m or 115m).

• Assem ble In assembly area if required.
• Bring readily available radiation instruments.
• Be accounted for.
• Inform ISC of personnel work ing or miss ing in the

incident area.
• Assist in assessing the assembly area as directed by the Accounting

Supervisor.

"Know Your Role In A Transient"
34

SUPPORT-UNIT TRANSIENT

Role of the incident unit SNO
Report to the MCR.
Initiate and coordinate operator field actions at the direction of the Incident Unit
ANO.
Keep the incident Unit ANO informed of the status of Held actions.
Report unusual occurrences immediately
Remember you are the eyes, the ears, the nose in the field and the successful
handling of an upset is often dependent on a piece of knowledge that does not
make its presence known via the annunciation scheme. Be on the look-out for
steam, oil or water leaks, increased equipment vibration, unusual radiation levels,
changes in noise etc. and report them immediately.

"Know Your Role In A Transient"
35
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CONSERVATIVE APPROACH

A good conservative approach will minimize challenges. Not all risk will
necessarily be eliminated but a conservative approach will proactively control it,
balancing risk versus benefit using knowledge, reason and resources.

1. Place safety before production or cost.
Conservative decision making involves placing safety first.

2. Anticipate the unexpected.
Operator decisions will consider potential risks and strive to maintain
adequate margin.

3. Maximize defense in depth philosophy
Safety functions and devices are neither compromised nor challenged.
Every barrier is treated as if it were the last or only one.

4. Do not let uncertainty go unchallenged.
Questions or discrepancies will be resolved and corrected before
proceeding.

5. Believe indications until they are proven false.
Base actions on the most adverse unrefuted indication. Abort when
crucial expected indications are not received.

6. "Assume the gun is loaded".
All potentially hazardous conditions are considered to be unsafe until they
are determined to be safe. This applies to electrical voltages, radiation
hazards, pressure boundaries.

7. Use self checking techniques.

8. Avoid hasty decisions and hurried actions.
Force yourself to pause and think.
Operate plant systems within their design envelope.

9. Report any difficulties immediately.

"Never Proceed When You are Uncertain"
38
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SUPPORT - CONSERVATIVE APPROACH

Place safety before production or cost
Conservative decision making:
-is risk adverse
-favors caution over boldness
-looks for additional barriers
-is based on best available information

Do not let uncertainty go unchallenged
When unexpected conditions arise or as an operator you are unsure on how lo
proceed stop and seek assistance.
If there is any question or if a procedure / work activity does not match your work
experience / training stop.
Believe indications
When conditions are not as expected, return the plant / equipment to a known
safe condition (e.g. shutdown the pump) until the cause of the condition is
determined and corrected. Pursue unusual occurrences or events.
Use self-checking techniques
Self-checking is an integral part of every task.
Operators are expected to check their work before, during and after execution.
Avoid hasty decisions and hurried actions
Don't allow yourself to be rushed to the point that quality or safety is
compromised.
Operate systems within their design envelope
Operational states of the plant, its systems and components are chosen and
controlled to support safety and productivity. These are not to be altered without
proper authority, the knowledge of the consequences to the process, and the
readiness of the plant to respond to adverse events.
Similarly the configuration is chosen to limit vulnerability to initiating events hence
need to follow and adhere to approved procedures.
Report any difficulties immediately
"The messenger is never shot." Knowing about the problem and solving it is
always more important than assigning blame.

"Never Proceed When You are Uncertain"
39



c.
PROCEDURAL ADHERENCE

The plant will be operated in accordance with written approved procedures.
The objective of the "Procedural Adherence Policy" is
"FULL ADHERENCE TO HIGH QUALITY PROCEDURES".

• Operators shal l adhere to this policy.

• Observe the procedure Compliance Level (A, B or C).

• Operators recognize that procedures have l imi tat ions.

• If during the execution, the procedure does not seem correct or
appropriate STOPI Place the system or component in a safe
condition and contact your supervisor.

Never proceed when faced wi th uncertainty.

• Deviations will be marked up and approved consistent with the level
of compliance required.

• Operators wi l l fo l low-up on deviations to initiate corrections and
improvements to procedures.

SUPPORT - PROCEDURAL ADHERENCE

The use of approved procedures ensures that an appropriate review process
occursfTochnical and Operational), all system interactions are considered and that
there is no deterioration in any physical barrier to the release of radioactivity.
Simply:

a) Employee safety aspects of an activity or task have been considered.
b) Layers of defense are maintained to the release of radioactivity.
c) Plant will be operated in accordance with laws and standards.
d) Ensures systems / equipment operated within limits.
e) Provides clear and accurate guidance to support plant operation.
0 Incorporates conservative practices and ensures adequate margins to

safety,
g) Avoids operating errors and takes advantage of past experience.

• Absolute Compliance(A)
Word for word compliance where actions are taken in the sequence indicated
and each step is executed exactly as written.

• Compliance With The Sequence and Intent Of Each Step (B)
Actions are taken in the sequence indicated. Deviations from the wording of
steps is acceptable provided the intent or objective of the step is achieved.

• General Compliance(C)
Deviations from the wording or sequence of the steps is acceptable provided the
intent or objective of the procedure is achieved.

• Recognize that procedures have l imitat ions
Field conditions may not be the same every time, nor can the author consider
every possible circumstance. Therefore, the operator must constantly evaluate
the current situation relative to the direction provided in the procedure and must
challenge each step to ensure it is correct and applicable.

• Follow-up on deviations to initiate correct ions
File a DR against the deficient OM SCI and send supporting material (e.g.
marked up copy to SCI responsible member of Technical Unit).

"Adhere To Approved Procedures"
40
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SELF-CHECKING

Self-checking is a work practice designed to minimize errors by enhancing
attention to detail while performing work. The operator positively identifies the
correct unit, system or component, reviews the intended action and expected
response before performing the task.

The key steps are:

STOP

IHINK

ACT

REVIEW

Pause before performing task (pause should be
observable).
Focus attention.

What is to be done, before acting.
Confirm correct unit and equipment.
Consider indications(use of senses, lights and
alarms).
Anticipate expected response.

Maintain eye contact with equipment.
Physically touch equipment.
Recheck device and instructions.
Perform intended action.

Verify response.
If unexpected response, take appropriate
conservative action.

<*<

SUPPORT - SELF-CHECKING

_,, ^ Use Self-checking to help focus your attention and minimize errors when:

Significant consequences may result.
Routine tasks (avoid errors as a result of complacency).
Interrupted (loss of concentration).
Events do not proceed as expected
Poor labeling.
Verbal instructions.
First day after days off.
Pressed for time.
Unfamiliarity/ new task.
Physically/ mentally fatigued.
Assigned to a different Unit.

The practice of self-checking is frequently the final barrier to preventing a plant event.

"Self-checking Make it a habit'
42
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TEAMWORK

Teamwork promotes increased effectiveness and efficiency in work unit
operations as the performance of the team is more effective than the sum of
the individual contributions.

Basic Principles:

1. Focus on the situation, issue or behaviour, not on the
person

2. Maintain the self-confidence and self esteem of others.

3. Maintain constructive relationships with your employees,
peers and managers.

4. Take the initiative to make things better.

5. Lead by example.
(0

rj SUPPORT - TEAMWORK

^ 1. Focus on the situation, issue or behaviour...
^ Do not tolerate harassment or discrimination.

Maintain a No-fault approach to problem reporting, as knowing the problem and
4& solving it, is always more important than assigning blame.
^ Errors when committed are seen not only as a matter of concern but also as a
^ source of experience from which benefit can be derived through learning. Hence
_± individuals are encouraged to identify, report and correct imperfections to help

others as well as themselves to avert future problems.
*} 2. Maintain the self-confidence & self esteem of others
-^ Recognize the accomplishments of others and the importance of each
"^ individual's contribution to overall performance.
Tk Encourage through open communication, cooperation, trust and respect.

3. Maintain constructive relationships
*j) Encourage cooperation and teamwork between all station organizations.
-^ Maintain open communication at all levels within the operator organization.

w Feedback from peers and other station personnel is solicited and received
^ openly.

Technical unit is effectively used to support operational activities.
* J Cross-checking and monitoring each other is vital to minimizing errors.

Challenge those who don't meet the standard.
D 4. Take the initiative to make things better
- ^ Take the time to conduct pre-job briefings and ensure team understanding.
"^ Share knowledge to promote improved understanding and performance.
/^\ Teach, coach and guide the development of others.
_ 5. Lead by example
«<* Recognize that each individual's personal performance will set / influence the
- * standard for the rest of the work group and will impact on other workgroups at
-<•* DNGD.
~\ Accept criticism.

Listen to others.
^ By example, affirm a high regard for safety and promote high standards of
_ performance.
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VERBAL COMMUNICATIONS

Verbal communications are essential to the safe and reliable operation of the
plant. Information and instructions between operating personnel must be clear,
concise and given in such a manner that they are understood.

1. Speak deliberately and distinctly
Be assertive in your message delivery.

2. Clear, Concise And Accurate.
Communication must be free of ambiguity. The complete device
identification (Unit-SCI-Device) and end state must be specified.

3. Listen attentively
If you do not understand ask for the instruction to be repeated /
rephrased.

4. Observe verbal operating instruction restr ic t ions.
No more than two devices may be requested at any one time.

5. Instructions involving the operation of plant equipment will be
repeated back to the extent necessary to allow the sender to ensure
requests are correctly understood. Either paraphrased in your words or
verbatim.

6. Listen careful ly to repeat backs to ensure the message is
understood by the receiver and acknowledge that you received a
correct repeat back.

7. When asked to complete a task, report to the supervisor when
the j ob is comple te or when difficulties encountered.

8. Take the t ime to properly report abnormal condi t ions,
provide the nature and severity of the problem.

9. Report defective communication equipment and initiate corrective actions
to make repairs.

"Communicate To Be Effective"
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SUPPORT-VERBAL COMMUNICATIONS

Speak deliberately & distinctly.
The human error contribution to events, mishaps and serious plant transients
(upsets) can be reduced by ensuring that verbal communications are conducted
properly.
Communication must be free of ambiguity.
Be specific, use unit, system name and equipment nomenclature.
Use the Phonetic alphabet when communicating alpha-numeric information.
Particularly when dealing with the safety systems,
"e.g. Channel D - D as in Delta"
See Appendix for entire Phonetic Alphabet.
Listen attentively.
Write down complicated instructions. (Field operators should write down
equipment device and the final position state required.)
Do not rely on memory.
Verbal instruction restrictions.
No more than two devices may be requested at any one time.
The complete device identification (Unit-SCI-Device) and end stale must be
specified.
See Pg. 26 For Control of Field Device Position.
Repeat back for verification.
When a verbal request is received, the complete device identification (Unit-SCI-
Device) and end state must be repeated back for verification.
Paraphrased in your own words or verbatim.
Provides the sender with assurance that requests have been correctly
understood.
Report task complete to supervisor.
Completion of control room ordered actions will be reported to the control loom
Properly report abnormal conditions.
Speak deliberately and distinctly.
Identify yourself and your location.
Describe the nature of the event and severity of the problem.
Location of the problem.
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FOREIGN MATERIAL EXCLUSION (FME)

Guidelines have been established to prevent the introduction of foreign
materials such as maintenance residue, dirt, debris, tools and equipment into
open systems/components to avoid equipment damage.

1. Operators are responsible for adhering to FME
requirements.
The FME procedure applies to all station systems.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Control entry of material and personnel.
Operators shall follow work practices and procedures that minimize the
introduction of foreign material into a system or component.

Prevent/ minimize accidental entry of foreign material.
Operators will maintain system/component cleanliness and complete.work
in a timely manner to reduce the time that an open system or component
is vulnerable to introduction of foreign material.

Notify the SNO in the event of any problem in adhering to
FME requirements.

Periodic monitoring and examination of work areas by
the SNO, assure the adequacy of precautionary signs, tethering of
tools, log Keeping.

Ensure all material removed upon exit / re-establish
system cleanliness prior to returning component to
service.
The SNO will ensure that the work area is returned to the "as found level
of cleanliness" upon completion of work.

C
c
c-
c
c
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SUPPORT - FME

FME requirements and adherence
The extent to which the individual requirements of this procedure apply shall
depend upon the nature of the work to be performed and the importance of the
systems or components being worked on.
Foreign Material: materials that are not part of the system or component as
designed e.g. dirt, debris, broken or missing parts, oil slag, tools, rags, chemicals
grinding particles and any other item that could affect the intended operation of
the system or component.
Controlling/ accounting for personnel & materials
A written record of personnel entry / ex\\(FME Personnel control Log - DGS 007)
and equipment/ materials (FME Material Control Log (DGS-006)) may be
included as part of the control measures to prevent the introduction of foreign
material into systems and components during maintenance, testing and
inspections.
Access to critical systems/components such as turbine, vessels , steam
generators:
individual should be free of loose dirt on clothing and boots
should to have loose items in their pockets
use lanyards on tools which could be dropped into inaccessible areas
log Hems in and out of area

Recovering from an intrusion of foreign material
The SNO will notify ANO / SS and the responsible Technical Supervisor that
controls have been lost and foreign material has been introduced into an open
system or component.
The SNO will attempt to determine location and or pathway.
If foreign material cannot be retrieved the WGS should request Engineering
Services assistance to determine the effects of the foreign material on the
system or component and determine alternate retrieval methods.
Ensure all material removed upon exit
Verification of material removed shall be a step in procedures / work plan.
Action may range from visual inspections to system flushes with rigid acceptance
criteria.

!
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Appendix A PHONETIC ALPHABET

A - Alpha B - Bravo C - Charlie

D - Delta

G - Golf

J - Juliett

M . Mike

P- Papa

S - Sierra

V - Victor

Y - Yankee

E- Echo

H - Hotel

K - Kilo

N - November

Q - Quebec

T - Tango

W - Whiskey

Z-Zulu

F - Foxtrot

I - India

L-Lima

O - Oscar

R - Romeo

U - Uniform

X - X-ray

c >̂
c >̂
c ^
c 2
c ;=>
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